Jeremy Bedient
Albert Dorman Honors College
BS Industrial Engineering, ’21

David Daudlin BS CS ’12, MS Computer Science ’13
Senior Front End Engineer at Pinwheel
2011 Celebration Student Speaker

Michaela Dungan
Albert Dorman Honors College
BS Biology, ’22

Tatiana Excellent
College of Science and Liberal Arts
BS Biochemistry, ’21
Laura Gould
Albert Dorman Honors College
B Architecture, ’21

Lisa M. Kardos, Ph.D, BS CHE ’04H, MS Chemical Engineering ’06, Ph.D Chemical Engineering ’15
Author, Optimize for Victory
Founder, Kardos and Jusino Family Annual Scholarship
in Memory of John F. Papetti, Sr.
2002 Celebration Student Speaker

David Marcano
Albert Dorman Honors College
BS Mechanical Engineering, ’21

Julio Marcano
Albert Dorman Honors College
BS Mechanical Engineering, ’21
Sheena Marinas
Martin Tuchman School of Management
BS Accounting, ’23
MS Accounting, ’24

Eric Miller, B Architecture ’01H
Principal at Lym Miller Architecture
2001 Celebration Student Speaker

Anuj Patel
Albert Dorman Honors College
BS Mechanical Engineering, ’21

Sydney Sweet
Albert Dorman Honors College
BS Chemical Engineering, ’21
Franklin Tan
Ying Wu College of Computing
BS Business & Information Systems, ’21

Kathleen Uske,
Bachelor of Science, Biomedical Engineering, ’14
Master of Science, Biomedical Engineering, ’15
Senior Product Manager at Optum
2012 Celebration Student Speaker

Dikasse Zalla
BS International Business Marketing, ’19
Business Analyst, Avanade
2018 Celebration Student Speaker

THANK YOU!

Your generosity and support enable our students to reach for the stars and achieve their hopes and dreams!